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Key information




The ROOBEE token is the main token of the Roobee project. The token is actively used within the Roobee community and in various DeFi apps. With the help of the ROOBEE token, users can participate in the development of the project by casting their votes during voting rounds on Roobee DAO.
Below, you'll find all the information you need on the ROOBEE token.
Web resources:
	
CoinMarketCap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/roobee/ 


	
CoinGecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/roobee



Blockchains: 
A portion of ROOBEE tokens was locked in the Ethereum smart contract and then transferred to BNB Chain, Polygon, Avalanche, Optimism, and Arbitrum blockchains.
The transfer of the aforementioned portion of ROOBEE tokens beyond the Ethereum network enabled ROOBEE users to interact with various DeFi apps on other popular blockchains.
The token’s smart contracts:
	
Ethereum: https://etherscan.io/token/0xa31b1767e09f842ecfd4bc471fe44f830e3891aa


	
BNB Chain (ROOBEE): https://bscscan.com/address/0xf77351d8f4ee853135961a936bb8d2e4ffa75f9d


	
BNB Chain (bROOBEE)*: https://bscscan.com/token/0xe64f5cb844946c1f102bd25bbd87a5ab4ae89fbe


	
Polygon: https://polygonscan.com/address/0xfafa220145dfa5c3ec85b6fa8a75aee2451cde5e


	
Avalanche: https://snowtrace.io/address/0x4036f3d9c45a20f44f0b8b85dd6ca33005ff9654


	
Optimism: https://optimistic.etherscan.io/address/0xb12c13e66ade1f72f71834f2fc5082db8c091358 


	
Arbitrum https://arbiscan.io/address/0x3bd2dfd03bc7c3011ed7fb8c4d0949b382726cee



The transfer of ROOBEE tokens to the BNB Chain, Polygon, Avalanche, Optimism, and Arbitrum networks is a strategic move aimed at attracting new users to the Roobee platform, and thus increasing our user base and the number of ROOBEE holders.

*bROOBEE is a token that is used on Roobee DAO (on BNB Chain) for voting. Users can stake their bROOBEE tokens on Roobee DAO and earn rewards (the APR is 6%).
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